
16 November 2010

Dear Denny,

Thank you and the members of the Heritage Hunt Little Theater for dedicating the production

Judgment ot Nuremberg to the memory of Aileen. She told me that it would be as outstanding as it was

and she had planned that our daughter Monica and her family should attend along with us.

During our recent life together Aileen and I often discussed out our good fortunes; our Faith, our

family, our country, and the people we have met in Heritage Hunt, especially those who are members of

The Little Theater. She had been associated with several acting groups in Northern Virginia to include

The Little Theater of Alexandria where she did enjoy participating in some roles. However she was

extremely excited when she learned of the formation of a group in Heritage Hunt. She often discussed

the enieryment of the effort put forth by those associated \ rith the various productions. She also

mentioned the "work a rounds" that had to be effected in order to produce some of the plays. I was

fortunate to help her with her lines and I got to know some of the other actors, not necessarily by their

actual names but by their stage names. Later when we would meet a couple Aileen would tell me later

that he or she was so and so in such a production. I believe that she remember all who worked with her

in that manner.

Of interest: when in the play the Defense mentioned the Commonwealth of Virginia statute

directing sterilization of "feeble minded" persons which was upheld by a Supreme Court ruling issued by

Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, our grandson, James, cited the name of the girl, Carrie Buck, and
stated that the issue had been the subject in his Ethics class at the University of Virginia. Carrie Buck

was confined to a state mental facility and was ordered to be sterilized. Some argue that the reason for

her confinement was that she had been raped by the nephew of her adoptive mother and this fact was

to be hidden. Justice Holmes issued his famous indictment stating that three generations of feeble

minded was enough. After she was sterilized Carrie was allowed to leave the institution and took a job

as a domestic. She was an avid reader and died a normal death. Her daughter, Vivian, (also judged to
be feeble minded) attended school for two years and was on the honor roll. She was unable to

complete her schooling due to her death of complications from measles. The Commonwealth's statue

was repealed in 7974. I always learn something from talking with my children and grandchildren.

I and my daughter's family thank you and all the good members of The Little Theater for an
outstanding production which demonstrated remarkable achievements and capabilities of senior

citizens.

God be with all of you.

5llrrerely,

4't.t-Jrr", 
H. Drennan


